There is collaboration between Beechen Cliff and Hayesfield which enables students at both schools the opportunity to study a wider choice of subjects and options across the two institutions.

The intended total admission number for the Lower Sixth Form is 160. This number will be made up with regard to the following criteria:

- Boys from Beechen Cliff School with the minimum entry requirement for AS levels of 5 GCSE passes at Grade C or above will have priority for the places available.*

**Priority One**

‘Children Looked After’: this is defined as a boy or girl who is in the care of a Local Authority or provided with accommodation by that authority or who was previously looked after, but ceased to be so because they were adopted, became subject to a residence order or special guardianship order (see Section 22 of the Children Act 1989).

**Priority Two**

Boys or girls from other schools (at least 20 places). Those potential Sixth Form students will be able to take up the remaining places in the Lower Sixth. Potential AS level Sixth Form students will be ranked according to predicted GCSE performance. The minimum expectation is that the candidates will achieve 5 GCSE passes at Grade C or above.*

**NOTE**

In February 2014 all applicants will receive notification of provisional places or their place on the waiting list. Final confirmation of places will take place in August 2014 following the confirmed results at GCSE.

**Appeals** In the event of a place not being offered at Beechen Cliff Sixth Form, the candidate has the right of appeal to the Governing Admissions group.

*Prospective students should have regard to the Sixth Form prospectus to ascertain the particular subject requirements.